
The comfortable life Hester Finch now leads in 
Chichester, England, could not be further from the 
hardship her family endured on leaving Adelaide 
for Salt Creek in 1855.

Yet she finds her thoughts drawn back to that remote, 
beautiful outcrop of South Australia and the connections 
she and her siblings forged there. Encounters with 
passing travellers, such as Charles, a young artist, and 
the local Indigenous people – in particular a boy, Tully, 
whom Hester’s father sought to educate almost as his 
own son – would change the fates of the Finches, and 
of the area’s first people, for ever. 

“The 19th-century manners, dialogue and thought 
processes are thoroughly convincing. The author has a 
delicate touch and doesn’t resort to intimate description 
where it isn’t necessary. Mr Finch is a complex, deeply 
religious individual whose behaviour wavers between 
the honourable and the utterly reprehensible. As eldest 
daughter, Hester is duty-bound but longs to escape 
and follow her own path. Her flighty sister, Addie, pays 
a bitter price for her honesty and affections. Sensitive 
and artistic Fred struggles with his stubborn and 
boorish elder brothers. Tully has to try and negotiate 
the cruel ambivalence of the white man’s religion and 
society.”
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“Treloar writes with beauty and 
a winning compassion.”

“[An] impressive debut… 
a haunting story.”

“Empathetic and beautifully written, the story 
drives deep into the pioneering experience 
with the confidence of a writer perfectly at 

ease with her subject.” “A historical novel in its 
grittiest and most real 

form… beautifully written.”

Good Housekeeping 
Magazine

“This engrossing novel is rich 
in character and local colour.”

Woman & Home 
Magazine


